Yard Scraps Don’t Belong in the Landfill! COMPOST!

Composting saves room in the landfill and makes great dirt!

SPRING SPECIAL
Yard Waste Service

Materials Accepted!

Leaves
Woodchips
Grass clippings
Sawdust

Straw
Pine needles
Garden scraps

No large twigs or branches, no grass/plants treated with insecticides or herbicides, no grass containing dog poop, etc.

Pick up service - $1.00 a bag!

Composting is, fundamentally, all about successfully harvesting microbes. These microbes multiply on the organic matter we supply for them, and ultimately end up in our garden soil where they produce wonderful results. Food waste is the cream of the crop for feeding these microbes, and as a result has a much higher value for building healthy, bio-diverse soils than general yard trimmings does.
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719-966-SOIL